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NEW YEAR! NEW CAREER! 

 

ARIES TRANSPORTATION IS EXPANING! 

 

THIS IS AN EXCITING TIME FOR OUR TEAM! 

 

WE ARE HONORED TO SERVE OUR COMMUNITIES! 

 

Stretcher Driver 

 

Excellent opportunity to join a highly respected family oriented medical transportation company! 

Our drivers value the relationships we have with our clients and build connections with new 

ones! As a stretcher driver you will have an assistant aid you in transporting non-emergency 

clients on stretchers to appointments. These clients are temporarily or permanently stretcher 

dependent. Requires an A, B, or C license with a passenger endorsement. Will train on stretcher 

transports. Visit our website, www.ariestransportation.com  or email 

HR@ariestransportation.com  

 

 

Wheelchair Driver 

 Excellent opportunity to join a highly respected family oriented medical transportation 

company! Our drivers value the relationships we have with our clients and build connections 

with new ones! This position deals with a very high volume of driving clients to and from 

destinations. These clients are temporarily or permanently wheelchair dependent. Requires an A, 

B, or C license with a passenger endorsement. Will train on wheelchair transports. Visit our 

website, www.ariestransportation.com  or email HR@ariestransportation.com  

 

 

Two Person Assist 

Excellent opportunity to join a highly respected family oriented medical transportation company! 

Our employees value the relationships we have with our clients and build connections with new 

ones! This position deals with assisting driver’s transporting our clients on stretchers or 

wheelchairs to and from locations. Does not require driver’s license. Must be able to assist in 

lifting up to a possible 100 lbs. www.ariestransportation.com  or email 

HR@ariestransportation.com  
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Lab/Courier 

Excellent opportunity to begin your career at Aries Transportation!  Start as a lab/courier driver 

and work your way up! Uses company vehicle to transport medical labs from one location to 

another.  Also shuttle clients from one destination to another on a specific route.  Must have 

clean valid, standard driver’s license.  Shift times vary. www.ariestransportation.com or email 

HR@ariestransportation.com           
 
    

716.362.9701 
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